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The principal advantages of nuclear power - almost unlimited fuel resources, its high energy

capacity, ecological compatibility with a possibility of high wastes' concentration - determine the

large-scale nuclear power development. The signs of large-scale power - a large rate (dozens of

percent) in electricity production, diverse areas (electricity, heat supply, technologies, transport)

and media of application (land, ocean, space), extension of number of user countries, diversified

power systems (centralized, autonomous), obligatory reproduction and reuse of produced fuel -

create various requirements to nuclear power installations of the future. Economic efficiency and

competitiveness, safety (of reactors and fuel cycle with waste), proper characteristics of nuclear

fuel reproduction, guarantees of nuclear arm's non-proliferation and, particularly, public

acceptance are the conditions of such nuclear power development. The up-to-date situation is the

following: the 441 nuclear power-generation units with total installed power of 377.36 GW el. (in

31 countries) supply by 1/6 part of the world electric-power consumptions. The 32 units are in

stage of the construction. To the present mid-century the level of the nuclear power production,

as supposed, must be increased 4-5 times at the following scenario of a regional distribution of

nuclear electric powers, GW: USA, Europe and developed countries of Eastern Asia - 1000,

FSU-countries - 100 and developing countries - 400.
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS IN POLAND
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This will be a short presentation of low and high energy nuclear physics in Poland, its history,

essential results, and the present status. Nuclear physics in Poland has a tradition of hundred

years. Research started just after the discovery of radium and polonium by Polish-born Maria

Sklodowska-Curie and her husband Pierre Curie. Maria Sklodowska-Curie employed numerous

Polish assistants in her Paris laboratory and supported radioactivity studies in Warsaw, her birth

place, then under the occupation of tsarist Russia. In the first decades of the XXth century Poland

was one of the leading countries in radioactivity studies. In the late 1930-ies a cyclotron was

constructed in Warsaw and an ambitious "Star of Poland" project was launched to study the
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